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Bunny Berigan Signed For Dance
"Pinafore" Cast For April Production Fraternity Council
50 Listed On
Fraternities9
Pledge Rolls

Hibler and Jaynes Given Leads Band Presents
In Gilbert and Sullivan Show Spring Concert
Tonight At 8

Prof. M. C. McEwen, Head of Music Department,
Announce* Parts, University Chorus,
Smith Will Direct Concert
Glee Club To Sing Chorus Roles
Band In Annual
Program
The cast for the H. M. S. Pinafore, comic opera to be

presented sometime in April, has been chosen, Prof. M. C.
McEwen .head of the music department, announced.
Betty Hibler, a senior major in public school music, has
the feminine lead as Josephine, the captain's daughter.
Richard Jaynes, a junior, has the leading male role of Ralph
♦ Rackstraw, an able seaman. Dick
| is also a member of the University
Varsity Quartet. Joan Coulon, junior from Bowling Green, is understudy for the part of Josephine.
Little Buttercup, a Portsmouth
Bumboat woman, will be played by
Phyllis Portman. Hebe, Sir JoThirteen Students Receive seph's first cousin, is Tedca Arnold. The part of the Rt. Hon. Sir
Perfect Four-Point
Joseph Porter K.C.B. (look up the
Average
meaning, folks). First Lord of Admiralty, goes to Dick Gail, a sophoThe Deans' Liat for the second more from Toledo. Jay Brown will
semester shows oner one-sixth of play the part of Captain Coceran,
the entire student body has main- commander of the 11 M.S. Pinafore.
tained a 3-point average or bet- Dick Deadeye, an able seaman, will
ter during- the first semester.
be played by the violinist of our
From this entire group of 198, campus, Paul Bishop. Bill Bobmade up from the sophomore, ju- stay, the boatswain's mate, and
nior and senior classes, eight stu- Bob Becket, the carpenter's mate,
dents received a straight 4-point will be played by Walter McConaverage. They are: Hannah Black- nell and David Bortel respectively.
burn, Lucy Haywood, Lois Holt- The chorus will be made up of
meyer, Rowena Joice, Evalyn Mc- sailors, marines, and the First
Clelland, Mary Millen, Robert Lord's sisters and his cousins and
Morgan, and Erma Sigler. Five his aunts. The regular music defreshmen also received a 4-point partment chorus is being augmentaverage, they are: Mildred Geiger, ed in this production by extra
Ann Rothenburger, Janet Holt- voices from the Men's Glee Club
meyer, Addie Statler, and Carol and a few girls from other departments on the campus.
Wilson.
These students are granted unThe University presents an operlimited cuts from class as long us etta every four years. The 11.M.S.
they do not abuse such privileges. Pinafore was presented 12 years
They are also given free use of ago when the practice of presenting such dramas started. M. C. Mcthe stack rooms in the Library.
In comparison to groups, 135 Ewen again heads the staff in diwomen made the list to 63 men, rection of the comedy. He is beand seven of the women made a ing aided by Prof. Elden T. Smith
4-point while only one man made of the speech department, and Ivan
E. Lake, a graduate who has helped
a 4-point average.
Alfred Adelman, Miro Alert, in past Bowling Green operettas.
Ruth Allison, A. W. Almgrcn, The department is hoping that
Margery Amos, Florabell Ander Pinafore will be the success now
!
son, Marion Archibald, Charles «h»t ■ was when presented 12
Arnold, Eldon Baldwin, Ruth Bar- years ago.
kow, Doris Hair. Newton Bates,
Andrew Batza, Carol Beal, Mary
Beattie, Marianne Bell, Jean Bellard, Robert Benson, Dondus
Berndt, Phyllis Berndt, Madeline
Bichan, Kathryn Bilderback, Paul
Bishop, Hannah Blackburn, Mardo
Bleier, William Bokerman, MilAn amendment to the Constitudred Bortel, Lenore Bowdle, Barbara Bower, Richard Box, Robert tion of the Student Association
Bressler, John Bronson, Ted E. was proposed, and committees
Brown, Dorothy Buck, Esther were appointed for the council
assembly award contest and freshBurner.
Susan Calkins, Richard Camp, man orientation at a meeting of
M. Elizabeth Cherdron, Mary the Student Council in the stuChurch, Joe Clague, Joe Coale, dent lounge of the Nest, Feb. 16.
The amendment to the constiVirginia Cole, Mary Cosentino,
Joan Coulon, Bessie Coultrip, tution is as follows:
Mary Crowley, Lois J. Davies, Article S
Section 2—Dutiet of the Social
Vivian M. Decker, Martha DeCommittee.
Weese, Mary DeWitt, Robert DibF. to maintain (1) A list of
ling, Richard Dunipace, Eugene
liat of all recognised eanpai
Eckel, Vaughn Errett, Bruce Eaorganization,.
terly, Charles Feller, Robert Fer(2) A file of the organisarell, Arlene Fisher, Lois Fisher,
tions' constitutions and their
Mary Fox.
by-laws.
Carol Gamble, Joyce Gifford,
(3) A liat of the elected ofRuth Glander, Arthur Gorbach,
officera of these organizaNova Groll, Betty. Hamler, Lucy
tion,.
Haywood, Helen Hebblewaitc,
G. To file the information
Betty Hendrickson, Margaret
collected under Art. 5, Sec.
Hiltx, Virginia Hines, Lois llolt2, Part F, with the Student
mcyer, Ralph Hone, Lulu Hoops,
Council.
Anne Hornyak. Wash Hotsko,
The following were appointed
Warren Howe, Howard Huffman,
to serve as judges of the Council
(Continued on page 4)

One Of Every Six
Students On Dean
List With 3-Point

The annual spring concert
of the University Band will
be presented in the Auditorium at 8 tonight. The band
is under the direction of
Prof. Earl E. Smith.
Selections by the 55-piece
band will include the first
movement of Borodin's second
symphony, a trumpet solo, a xylophone solo, and a trumpet trio.
The concert will be open, without charge to the public. There
is a possibility of another home
appearance and if transportation
can be arranged, the band is to
go on tour in the spring.
Tonight's program is as follows:
Second Symphony (first movement)
Borodin
Second Concerto for Trumpet
(allegro moderato)
Williams
Miss Rosaline Kelly
Virginia Rhapsody
Wood
Saint Agnes Suite
Coleridge-Taylor
I. 'That Ancient Beadsman
Heard the Prelude
Soft"
II. Her Maiden Eyes Divine"
III. Now Tell Me Where Is
Madeline?"
Intermission
Perpetum Mobile
Straus
Spanish Walz (xylophone solo)
_
_
Green
Miss Miriam Willetts
The Three Trumpcteers
Agnosti
Misses Rosaline Kelly,
Ruth Kimmel, Helen Stroebcl
Procession of the Nobles from
"Ml.nla
Korsakov
Semper Fidelis March
Sousa
Alma Mater

Student Council Proposes
Amendment To Constitution

What They Are Saying...
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"It Is a matter of honor
that we do not forsake our duty to society."
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH*'—"Bouquets to Larry Kuhl,
who's doing a magnificent lob on the University's daily radio
program."
EDITORIAL COMMENT—"A student eligibility rule is advocated to aid the war effort"
DAVE XROFT IN "MOURNING MALT'—"Did you hear about
the firefly that backed into an electric fan?"

In Today's News...
Bunny Berigan booked by Inter-Fraternity Council.
Band concert will be presented tonight.
Cast for "Pinafore" chosen.
Dean's List is released.
CPT students are named.
Falcon basketeers meet Oilers in last game of season.
Mermen close season here against Ball State Friday.

Student Poll Indicates Preference
For Bigger Budget For
March 21 Dance

More Expected To Pledge
Bunny Berigan, the Miracle Man of Music, his trumpet
and his famous radio and show band have been booked to
Later As Result
play for the annual Inter-Fraternity Council Name Band
Of New Plan

Prof. E. E. Smith will dirrct lh*
Bowlinf Green Stftt* Univenity
concert band in it* annual program
tonight.

Forum To Discuss
Nationalization
Of Fraternities
University Group Will
Present Second In
New Series
The second meeting of the University Forum group will be held
Tuesday at 8:80 p. m. in the Auditorium, according to Prof. Upton
Palmer, faculty chairman of the
forum committee.
The meeting will feature a
panel discussion relative to the
question of fraternity nationalization on the Bowling Green campus.
Ten students and four faculty
members are scheduled to present
a discussion of issues concerning
the national fraternity and sorority question.
According to Professor Palmer,
the discussion should be of widespread interest to the student
body as several local organizations are at present contemplating petitioning for affiliation with
national organizations.. It will be
the purpose of the panel to enlighten the audience on all matters concerned, he stated.
Students that will participate
in the discussion are as follow:
Norman Stuckey. Cecelia Rohrs,
Joan Norsworthy, Sydney White,
McDonna^Sitterle, Roger Gifford,
Clarence Homsn, Hugh Nott, Joe
Coale, John Bronson, and Rosemary Patterson.
Faculty members are Dr. A. M.
Hayes, Dr. C. G. Swanson, Registrar John Bunn and Professor
Palmer.

Assembly award contest: Ruth
Heymann, Allen Georgenson, Alma
Roach, Miss Florence Baird, and
Elden T. Smith.
The newly organized freshmen
orientation committee is composed of Jean Mersercau, Martha
Jordan, and George Spangler.
Some other points discussed at
the meeting were those of the selection of a new faculty advisor
to replace Dr. C. G. Swanson;
drawing up of new Freshman
rules; plans for cheering and
cheering sections at athletic
events, and the approving of the
Convocation this morning was
constitution submitted by the Pre- under the combined sponsorship
Engineering Club.
of the Men's Glee Club and the
YMCA. The subject was "Faith
in Our Christian Youth and in
Building a New Nation."
The address was given by the
Rev. Donald Cryer of the First
M. E. Church at Carey, 0. James
Ludwick, YMCA president, led
Ten Bowling Green State Uni- the call to worship.
versity students will have their
The music for the service was
first airplane ride at the Findlay provided by the Men's Glee Club
airport today as part of the civili- under the direction of Prof. Leon
E. Fauley. They sang "Grant Us
an pilots' training course.
Thy Peace," Mendelssohn; "Souls
Those approved by Civil Aero- of the Righteous," Tertius Noble;
nautics Authority inspectors to "Some Blessed Day," George Nevtake the course being directed by in; "Creation," Richter; "BeautiProf. John K. Raney of the in- ful Savior," a 12th century hymn,
dustrial arts department are:
and "The Lord's Prayer." The
Tom Buttle, Robert Edwards, Varsity Quartette sang the beneWilliam Epps, Ivan Harrison, diction.
Bernaid Hawk, Carlton Hutchinson, Motter C. Pennypacker, Kenneth Roethlisberger, Fred Thomp- "Portrait" Slated For
Road
Performance
son, and William Toedter.
All
are sophomores except Epps, who
is a junior transfer this semester
The cast which presented "Fam
from Mount Union College.
ily Portrait" here in December
The CAA inspector!) also have will give the Biblical play in the
granted three other sophomores high school auditorium at North
the right to take the course later Baltimore March 20 under sponthis spring. They are: Richard sorship of the Church of Christ,
Bishop, Roger Carr, and Emil of which Rev. W. S. Noble is
Kohntopp.
pastor.

Glee Club, YMCA
Share Program

Students Approve
For CPT Training

Will Sponsor Hop

Approximately 50 bids
have been returned to the
four campus fraternities as
a result of second semester
pledging, according to a tabulation made Monday evening. However, under the
new rules, as passed by the
Inter-Fraternity Council pledging
will continue throughout the second semester and it is expected
by fraternity officials that the
number of pledges to the organizations will increase considerably.
The Commoners' fraternity led
the list with 20 pledges while the
Five Brothers and Beta Gamma
Upsilon each had 13 and the Delhis eight.
The pledges to the four fraternities to date are as follow:
Beta Gamma Upsilon: Ray
Orwig, Don Holt, Bill Brown,
Willis
Immel,
Bob
Edwards,
Covert McLaughlin, Henry McistDave Thompson, Frank Zurlo,
Forrest Weller, Jack Conkel, Bob
Harroun, and Paul Kercsh.
Commoners': James Sullivan,
Burr Shumakcr, Phil Miles, Bob
Panning, Gene Dcrshem, Bob Mar.
tin, Tom Calcro, Jim Wensink, Al
Mote, Joe Kay, Ernie Ferrell,
George Yerby, Carlos Cordova,
Norman Knisely, Paul Myron,
Bob Speck, Arnie Corderman, Eldor Baden, Gene Skora, and Lee
Miesle.
Delhi: Robert Bollinger, Tom
Bowlus, Earl Christie, Carl Lewis, William Lloyd, Don Lockwood,
Dan Lust and Roland Volker.
Five Brothers: Paul Shelly,
Carl Stover, Tom Dick, Bruce
Bellard, Mel Albortson, James
Bryan, Bernard Ryan, Mike Kish,
Cliff Dueffell. Walter Butz, Walter Hyma, Wash Hotsko and Harold Long.

Radio Programs
Carded For Week
Plans were announced today by
Larry Kuhl for this week's radio
program.
The program includes:
Wednesday — Piano solo by
Georgia Anderson, with Lee
Meisle as announcer.
Thursday — Drama under the
direction of Joan Echelbcrger.
Friday—Musical program with
Carl Lewis as announcer.
Monday—Drama under the direction of Janet Jacobs with Carl
Bartch as announcer.
Tuesday—Round-table
discussion under the direction of Lee

dance, according to Don Mason, Inter-Fraternity Council
prexy. Negotiations were completed Monday to bring the
famed trumpeteer and his organization here on Saturday,
March 21. for dancing in the Men's*
Gymnasium from 8:30 to 12.
Berigan, who will be the fourth
band to appear on campus since
the scries was instigated, is rated
to be the best by most students.
Other bands that have appeared
in other years included Fletcher
Henderson, George Hall featuring Only Four Seniors Leave
Dolly Dawn, and Bob Strong.
School At End Of
The Council decided to bring
Semester
Berigan here at a higher price
than has been charged for the
Enrollment at Bowling Green
dance in previous years only after
taking a poll of student opinion State University has decreased
only
12 per cent, according to the
to ascertain if the student body
would buy a sufficient number of final figures from the Registrar's
$3 tickets to make the project office. The total enrollment of
fcasable from a financial stand- 1347 exceeds the estimated enrollpoint. The consensus of opinion ment by nearly 100.
was in favor of the $;l ducats in
Transfers from other colleges
preference to a |2 ticket and the number 17. Twenty-three stupossibility of having a much In- dents entered the freshman class.
ferior band.
These are high school students
Plans are progressing to make who have graduated at mid-term
the dance a spring homecoming and those who have been working
for fraternity alumni. Notice will the first semester.
be sent to fraternity alumni in
The greatest drop in classes
the immediate vicinity inviting occurred in the freshman and juthem to return for the dance. Em- nior classes. Figures for the
bryonic plans as discussed by the freshman class show a decrease
Council call for making the dance from 657 for the first semester
the biggeBt and best in the history to 464 for the second semester.
of the University.
Figures for the junior class show
Dean Arch B. Conklin, who is a drop from 307 to 265. There
an advisor of the Council, handled was a decrease of only four in
tho business details of signing the the senior class.
contract and has agreed to sponThe number of women students
sor the sale of tickets through his
office. Dean Conklin has shown has decreased only slightly, while
a keen interest in the project as a the number of men students has
possible way of helping to solve decreased from 721 to 692.
There are 33 graduate students
an administration problem of low
scholarship. He believes that if for the second semester, as comthose that have not maintained an pared to 55 last semester. The
average sufficient for pledging ob- number of part time students has
serve the advantages of fraternity increased from 13 to 16.
life as exemplified in such a project as the dance they will make
an added effort to become eligible
for pledgeship.
Berigan will come here from
Pittsburgh where he has booked
dance at the University of Pitts"Cavalcade," the first of a seburgh the night before. He has ries of motion pictures under the
been playing on the west coast re- joint sponsorship of Masque and
cently where he completed work Mantle and the Social Committee,
on a movie. He is heard in the will be presented in the Audifilm entitled "Syncopation."
torium Saturday. The motion picture, written by Noel Coward,
won the Academy Award in 1933.
Party Scheduled For
Admission is free to all college
Bee Gee News Staff students and faculty.
"Cavalcade" is a two-hour picture, the story of the British EmBee Gee Newa ataff membera pire from the Boer War to 1933.
and gueats are invited to attend Diana Winyard, Clive Brook, Marthe lUl party in the Rec hall garet Lindsay, Una O'Conner, and
Frank Laughton are in the picThursday, 7-10 p.m.

Registrar's Office
Discloses Slight
Enrollment Drop

Mask And Mantle
To Sponsor Movie

Bampton Comes From Behind To Defeat
Nonchalant Bat In University Concert
By LOIS MAYFIELD
Last Wednesday, Bowling Green
State University had the singular
pleasure of attending a concert
by Rose Bampton and a bat.
Miss Bampton, leading dramatic soprano of the Metropolitan Opera Association, sang to a
packed auditorium upon a papercovered stage which was carefully
prepared beforehand to protect
her feet and dress from the boards
whereon the University Players
frequently perform.
The bat. an added attraction,
exhibited once again to an admiring public, his infallible sense of
dramatic timing. In the middle
of a heart-rending operatic aria,
the bat, doubtless jolted loose
from his perch by the sound
waves, descended from the upper
regions of the stage and swooped
nonchalantly through the auditorium until his and Miss Bampton's graceful exits at the end of
the aria. As a result of his timely appearance at all the best programs, the flying mammal has
gained a sizeable following of

fans among the student body.
Besides singing very beautifully, Miss Bampton distinguished
herself further by wearing a $200
dress, designed by Elizabeth
Hawes, which was unusual because
of its clever use of foliage.
Mrs. Pelletier (for the diva is
married to Wilfred Pelletier, the
conductor of the Metropolitan
Opera) graciously consented to
dispense autographs at 25 cents
after the concert.
She took in
$11, all of which she contributed
to the local Red Cross.
Miss Bampton was a tremendous success, and an appreciative
audience called her back again
and again for encores. She has
the great virtue of being able to
make each song sound different
from any other. It is said that
there are few American singers
with a diction as clear-cut as
Rose Bampton's, whereby every
person in the audience, to the
last row, can share intimately in
the experience of a song's unfolding. Her facial expression is
superb and the grace of her carriage reveals the training she received from Martha Graham, fa-

mous exponent of the modern
dance.
When a student. Miss Bampton
made her first stage appearance
wearing a pair of very tight tights
as a little boy in "Faust." Her
debut at the Metropolitan Opera
was made in 1932 on her 23rd
birthday. She sang in "La Giocanda," and scored a tresnendous
success. Miss Bampton ears that
her favorite role and costume is
that of Norms.
Miss Bampton flouts one of the
oldest theatre superstitions by
whistling gaily while* she applies
her ma»e-up. Other singers keep
their fingers crossed when passing Miss Bampton's dressing
room, but she has found that
whistling, far from jinxing her
performances, keeps her in the
keyed-up mood which is the best
basis for a successful concert appearance.
Rose Bampton likes riding,
swimming, and motoring; she
loves to dance and listen to popular music. She collects antique
earrings for her pierced ears and
penguins for her husband's fabulous collection.

t»AOB t
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An Eligibility Rule Would Aid
The War Effort On Our Campus
Since the "fighting" envolvement of
the United States in the present world
conflict, the editorial comment of the
Bee Gee News concerning the place
that the Bowling Green State University student is to fill in the all-out vietory effort can be condensed into these
two major points.
One, the place of the student is in
college where he can prepare himself
to fill the many technical posts, that of neces> hftve been created
* mobilized industrial
effort as well as to expan(j
an<j
cuitjvate his
power of rationalism to
aid in the formulating
and administrating a
truly lasting peace. The validity of this
point is proved by merely observing
the chronic need of technicians today
and by reviewing the pitiful failure of
the enterprise most commonly called
the "War to Save Democracy, No. 1.
Two, the student in college must
overcome the lethargy that accompanies such a period of emergency and
"buckle down" to the business at hand,
by taking advantage of his educational
opportunities. It is the student s place
to concentrate for the ultimate victory.
Developments at Singapore and elsewhere have pushed into a more prominent position the charge that student
must meet.
There can be no fooling
around now, we must shoulder our responsibilities.
As evidenced by the general trend of
low scholarship, it would seem best that
the same plan of aid he
adopted to insure that
AnEstabthe laggards in this efJ.\.I„J o„;„f
fort 8 h o u 1 d receive a
luinea rosin
raise their
8timuiU8
to
AverageMay 8tandards.
Help Us
True, it would be difficult to ascertain the
reasons for these deficiencies in all cases without detailed
research but on other campi it has
been shown that such offenders usually have developed a case of "extracurricularitis," meaning that their load
of extra-curricular activities have distracted from their classroom work.
It is admitted that most so-called
BMOC's find time to maintain a reasonable average, but this plan would
benefit those that don't.
Establish a point average, perhaps
the University average, which each stuWe have exvressed a
.
, ,jnln„
twojotaptan
for students

sitv

in

■> _■
l_««J._aJ
f\c
I He KenaDlIltatlon KJI
c-J.nu Aff*»r Th*» War
OlUaeiUS /*Iier ine fTar
The office of Cjvjijan Defense recent|y entj0rsed a new plan proposed
Francis Weaver, 22-year-old law
by
student at the University of Iowa. This
pianp already in action at the University of Iowa, proposes the regular contribution of college students toward an
after-the-war bonus fund to aid their
fellow students returning to college
after taking up arms in defense of
their country.
This proposal calls for
f/eu, pian
gifts not to exceed $200
„
to each student returnAid
"
mg to graduate. The
StuOMtU
money would come from
At War
contributions of 10 cents
per week from students
who remain behind.
"The Iowa plan goes a long way toward solving one of the knottiest student problems arising from the war,"
said the chairman of the OCD's youth
activities division. "It is hoped that
other colleges and universities will
consider the plan thoughtfully. Too
often in the last war the question of
returning to college to graduate was
answered negatively. If similar plans
are adopted on other campuses, thou«ands will be brought back this time,
and the shock of rehabilitation will be
cushioned."—H.N.
T.

In these distorted pictures, the real
ouUaw. always win or die heroically. Justice
and outraged indignation over crimes are ignored by movie audiences, because Tyrone
Power James or Gene Tierney Starr must
always meet a noble death or a happy fadeout. The movies have created demigods in
American folklore from such men a. Wild
Bill Hickock, who slaughtered several men in
one day, and Jesse Jame., who had wantonly
burned and destroyed with the ferocious
Quantrell guerilla.. Satisfied parents send
their offspring to Me history—about bandits;
students talk glibly about "the spirit of the
thought and time, found in such authentic
and artistic production..1'
Sheriffs and marshal, are painted a. villain, or stupid idiots, and they are booed because they interrupt a Robert Taylor love
.cene, a murder, or a bank robbery. These
rejuvenated outlaws are given hearts of gold,
nerve. of iron, and eyes with unbelievable
seeing power.; and the mar.hal. cither weep
when they kill an outlaw or die horrible
death..
Harassed sheriff, always compete
with dancehalls, noble heroe., and eternally
running horses and cows.
The women either wear pants and swear,
while
ladies
faint
gracefully
a.
the
he-man lover appears around the conventional
DCC
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Campus Camera

Mourning
Male
By DAVE KROFT

« »
Man: "Do you think women
have more backbone than men?"
Another Man: "No, they just
display more."

< »
Proverb

—

PROF.
WILLIAM LYON

dent must maintain before he would be
Mary had a little skiit
allowed to participate in any form of
She stood against the light;
extra-curricular activities, be it varsity
Who gives a damn
sports, student government, dramatics,
For Mary', lamb
publications or the ping pong club,
With Mary's calve, in sight!
To allow a student to over do his
< »
participation and forget his studies is
Cinderella "Codallowing him to tolerate the defeat of mother, must I leave the ball at
his purpose of coming to college, and twelve?"
Good Fairyi "You'll not' go at
in a time of a national emergency when
such a training is recognized as being all if yoa doa't stop swearing."
« >
so vital, it is doubly bad.
Prof.: "Gentleman, I am disTrue, extra-curricular activities are missing you ten minute, early toa necee.ary part of college training but day.
Please go out quietly so as
one would wonder what good the social not to awake the other classes."
or even professional training that one
< >
gains from them, would be worth if He took her in his arm.
the prime goal of the project is not And pressed her to his breast;
reached. The reward of being allowed The lovely color left her face
to participate would stimulate class- And smeared on his full dress!
< »
r0om activities.
Did you hoar about
In the jntereHts of the students, of
the
firefly
that
b.ekpd into an
the University and of the nation such
electric fan ... it was delighted
„ p,an 8nou)d be adopted.—R.D.
no end.

of

the

weak: "No one is entirely useless.
Even the worst of u. can .erve as
bad example.."

< >

fmer

OFYAlf.ONEOF
AMERICAS BEST
KNOWN EOUCAIDRS,
CARRIES AW
UMBRELLA ALMC^CDNSTANUY'

One At A Time

nott much
By HUGH NOTT
This week's big," big orchid goes to Prof.
Schwarz, chairman of the assembly committee, for bringing Rose Bampton to Bowling
Green ... we used to give popular music,the
nod over the operatic . . . but then we'd
never heard classical music sung as it should
be sung ... the secondary bouquet goes to
the student body for the splendid way in
which they received Miss Bampton's concert
• • . go far, Bowling Green has done pretty
well in the way of entertainment . . . Alfred Noyes, and laat
year, Albert Spalding,
^^^^^^^^^^^
and the year before
that, the Don Cossack
chorus, and now Rose
Bampton to keep up
the high standards of
excellence set by her
predecessors . . . about
all we could still ask
for would be a really
solid burlesque show,
featuring almost anybody . . . and even
George Jean Nathan still prefers burlesque
to the legitimate theater . . . but who
doesn't?

"■iwi

MV

ATimnON DIOGENES/
PKES. JAS C KJNARD Of NEWECfiRC C0OE66 RKEIVEO A #5
CHECK FROW A FORMER STUOENT
STAI1NG - 'IN PAYMENT. WITH NTEREST, FOR A1ICKET ID WUR
1927 THANKSGIVING DAY FOOTBALL GAME WHICH I ENJOYED
1WR0UGH THE CCUkTreSY OF A
MISSING 60AR0 IN THE FENCE f

-CHAIN LETTERMEMBERS OF THE l«6 CLASS OF
(WJCESSHWtR COUKf HAVE KEPT
. Jti "ro^ffl 9M CWH °™ER POR "YEARS
WITH A CONSTANTLY CIRCULATING LETTER.'

A Digest Of The Week's News

"Every time I drink my tea, 1
get a .tabbing pain in my right
eye."
"Take the spoon out of the
Flying, swimming, and fighting
cup."
Dutchmen proved to be about the
* >
only forces in the Far East that
Cannibal
Chief: could effectively halt the Japs in
"Well, men, what are wo having week-end fighting. The Dutch
for tuppcr tonight?"
registered telling blows against
Cannibal Ch.f: "A couple of the invaders as they battled to
old maids."
save Java, the last island citadel
Cannibal Chief: "Ugh . . . ufh in the Nethcrland Indies.
Re. . . leftovers."
ports indicate that large quanti« »
ties of shi|>s, personnel, and equipPlumber: "I've come to fix the ment were destroyed by the comold tub in the kitchen."
bined land, sea, and air assault.
Son: "Ma, here's the doctor to To predict whether this action
see the cook."
will definitely slow the ever-pressc >
ing Jap advance i. a matter of
"Just think, three contention, but expert, believe
thousand seals wore used to m.lce that it will give Allied forces in
fur coats last year."
this section time to reorganize
"Isn't it wonderful that they after the untimely fall of Singacan train animals to do such pore.
work?"
In Burma, the British and Chinese forces are giving the Japanese a stiff fight but the hope of
saving the Burma Road, so long the
life-lino for the Chinese Republic, has been given up, and at presBy JO TRUE
ent negotiations have been going
on for the construction of anothTo relieve the monotony we er such road from a distant Inhave selected a female of the spe- dian port.
A filtration of Japcies this week; she's Dondus anese naval units into the Indian
Berndt, a tall blonde gal who ocean has made it difficult for
canyon
lives at the Shatzel Annex (tem- the transportation of material to
'
Probition has also produced a now rue*' of porarily). She has a short, curly the beleaguered forces.
American heroe., namely, the gangster., mop of sandy hair, a few scat..^^ Diimond Dif)n 0'B»nnion, and Al tered freckles, and way-deep-down
n-.™,,. leaders
i i . of
„* the
.u- bootlegging
i .1 „. .
_._ and
««J dimples when she smiles.
Canone,
gangs
Dondua has attended Bowling
jn„ti
toril
of
dic
w„f
are
^^ Green for four years. She's ma8Crved |n dj||lted
fj(.tion8 by
th(,
jored in home
Robinson., and Taylors.
The Hays office
economics, which
has prevented the studios from portraying
she plan, to
KUnmcn a. victor, against the law, but the
by pat Schweitzer
teach after gradJust
8CCnario writers gain our sympathies.
uation next June.
fellow., did your date, look
a, a ..pure woman's love" is about to reform
Sbe just finished
glamorous, super, beautiful, and
tne KnnKsu.rs, these mobster, are shot by
he* two weeks of
.tuff
Saturday night at the prom?
The*.
practice work at
8omc nastVi conscientious policeman.
but, if you had seen or heard
^L
^^
Perrysburg
and
i
gangsters
inevitably
have
cavemen
mov e
them just one hour before you
iovc 8C(,ncs with a seductive blonde (brunette, ■am uM I 1. mighty anxiarrived . . . well, the disillusionous
to
begin
the
always
trailed
by
amorous
detective.),
are
ment is inexpreasable. let's get
Dondus
real
thing.
She
gangsters
also
flourish
,38's
with
anQ
tnc8e
B.rndt
that old magic carpet to take us
ha.
maintained
Al»o, the movie would not be
gav aban(|on.
offices in no less than five organi- away, way back to approximately
comp|ete unless an ornate night club, with
zation.. She wa. two year, treas- 8 p. m. Saturday night . . . place:
sonorous blues singer, who aing with monoto- urer and this year secretary of any dorm or house which is occunou. line, of monotonously lovely girls, is the Seven Sister sorority; presi- pied by the feminine sex.
included.
dent of the Home Economics Club;
will you look at that ... a runThe movies are powerful moulder, of the treasurer of the Chemical Jour- ner in my stocking . . . and at a
public conception of history and institution., nal Club; member of Kappa Delta time like this . . . when we have
In placing these heroe. in series of mclo- Pi; as a sophomore was secretary just worn out the laat three pairs
dramatic and emotional situations, the movie, of the YCWA, and last and prob- in the room ... oh well, I'll just
are wholly revamping the dime novel charac- ably most important, .he was last stop it with some nail polish . . .
ters, but the movie bandit finds a larger au- semester vice president of Book who's gonna see it anyway . . .
and Motor.
what are you griping about . . .
dience in routine-weary patrons who are seekBecause of this last membering an escape into the lurid world of cinema ship, we thought maybe Dondus have you taken a real good look
romance. The usual "profitable" entertain- could give u. a few pointers on at my hair . . . the next time i
ments are those book., or movies, which paint how to study, but sho (who has go to a beauty shop, i want somebody to shoot me . . . get the
dull routine a. dashing romance.
three roommates, poor girl) said curling iron out . . . who took my
Yes, the movies are creating new heroes, the only requisite to proper conother box of pancake make-up
Gunmen, unplea.ant when alive, are given centration i. solitude and plenty
. . . i can't wear this shade . . .
of it.
halos in unhi.torical celluloid melodrama.
I'd be about three different colOne night when Dondus came
in during exam week, she- was, met ors . . .
S orts Edi,or
can you imagine anybody as
P
Don Cunningham with so many shrieks and shouts
Society Editor
Martha Walrath that Mrs. Cook soon appeared on dumb as my date . . . i told him
r
cXmn?.t.°
fcv£?lL23EZ the scone. The occasion for all my dress wa. flame red, so he
sSTfe. - F.orete^-e%£* the hilarity wa. the diamond that sends me yellow rose. . . . they're
SUvridcs
Dondus was sporting. However, probably the cheapest thing the
she states that wedding bells will florist had . . . i'll just tell him
Arti»t»
Jack Wilhelm
New. Reporter.—
be delayed for the duration, be- that they didn't arrive ... oh
frank Al.i.nd.r
lirarr Pleoebmsn
cause the intended is in the Navy. thanks, thi. gardenia will look
M.rl.nne Hell
I'.t Sehwellier
Her favorite hobbies are keep- lovely in my hair . . . i thought
!!'.'".
"".mi
Room
speck
Walter Bun
Jum Hum™.
ing a diary (this makes her eighth you had a few too many, darling
Msryronae Clark
Usry Jean Thatcher
year), fancy cooking, and making . . . that roommate of mine went
"»«a ,"«<".«
Bill Davenport
■*■* ,nrlf
lion, hv \\t> r
her own clothes. She also like. home with my halfslip . . . does
Ann K...-R
■•..>. <Kn
Stephen Foster music and crisp, she want me to look like betty
l"i\. llJVVeK"
'''"'"" •M,"I'■u«hll,,
tart salad. Her hate, are people petty . . . i know, i'll cut up that
.j..
„.
u
Adventuring Manager
Clayton Stirsaker who shirk responsibility, dishon- old nightgown of mine . . . the
Assistants
Gene Skora, Bob Berryesty, untidiness, and vulgar con- army never thought of a better
duct
*** Solicitors—
camafiouge . . . where i. the rat
Marvvonae Clsrk
Janet Ilollmever
It seems a. if the Berndt fam- that took my low heeled evening
«»r CM iw.ier
Ann KJCB ™ J
ily rather favors Bowling Green ■Uppers . . . maybe she doesn't
c^cu'latil
""
id
circulationZna»r
Manager
Elmero BrownState University, In view of the realize that homer i. approxi^"ft^T " S'U""' A1 Harn">"- Dale fact that not only Dondus but her mately five feet, four inches high.
sister, Phyllis, and an aunt, .even
a ™cumoer
Secretary
Pauline Ae.chliman
week, younger, Mary Waggoner,
Don't forcjat tha Baa Go*
are students here. Dondus per'
'
sonally
think, the school is mighty Nawa party tomorrow night
The opinions .sPr....d in th. ,i,„.d
eolamns of this papor ara thoso of tka colum- O.K., too. Her only criticism is
aUti thaauolvos, and do not reflect th* p
policy that the .tudent guidance system for ataff members and thai*
of thl. p.p.,.
' is inadequate.
cjuaata.

// These Are Modern Movies—Give
Us "Ten Nights In A Barroom"
By FLORENCE SHREVE
, _
..,.,. *.,,, ,,.
, ^ ,'?
/'?»,';
kock Belle Starr and sundry inhabitant, of
the "wild
.« . and woolyJ West are
, , being . jerked
, , ,
from their grave, and are being: subjected
to motion p.cture dinection.
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MacArthur continues to hold
out on the Batan front but the
odd. continue to grow in favor
of the numerically superior attackers and Washington concedes
that the picture in this sector
looks gloomy.
In London the reorganisation
of the British government took
pl.ee with Churchill conceding
th. power of the opposition by
naming five new ministers to the
c.binot. The loss of Sing.pore
and the escape of the Gorman
fleet from France was too much
and Churchill was forced to reorganize to save his government.
Another sore spot in British government was the question of giving more home rule to India's
400,000,000 subjects in turn for
their aid in saving this stronghold
for the empire. This about-face,
should it occur, would be one of
th. most revolutionary in the history of the British colonial policy.
Russia celebrated the birthday
of the Red Army by announcing
new gain, on the 2,000-mile front.
Condition, along thi. front concerning the laat of food and the
spread of disease are reportedly
growing worse with large numbers of civilians and soldiers alike
dying from a typhus epidemic.

An Asylum? No Just A
Gal's Dorm Before A Dance
that's how it goes, fellows, but
with a little cooperation, some
valuable safety-pins, and the best
make-up money can buy, these
brainy little quails always appear
in the lounge looking like angels
on a furlough from heaven.

. Announcements
For The Week
Square Dance . . . The Square
Dance Club is sponsoring an nllcampu. square dance Friday evening, February 27, from 8:30 to
11:30 in the Women's Gym.
Men's Fashions . . . Tomorrow
at 7 p.m. Miss Helen Henderson
will talk to the YMCA on "Styles
in Men's Clothing" in 203 PA.
Everyone is invited.
Seniors . . . There will be a
senior class meeting today at 4
p.m. in the auditorium.
Senior
announcements are on sale in the
"Well."
UCRL ... The University Civic
Research League will meet tonight
at 7:30 in the Falcon'. Neat. Key
pictures too.
Shooters ... A very important
meeting of the Rifle Club is to be
held on the range in the P.A.
building Sunday night at 7. Bring
your rifle..
YMCA Money . . . Person, who
did not get their books or money
from the YMCA Bookstore can
get it from Prof. Leon Fauley in
203 PA.
Use of Library . . . Classes of
last semester and this semester in
"How to Use the Library", taught
by Miss Burling, will be taken on
a tour of the Toledo Public Library, Saturday morning, Feb. 28.
Each person will furnish his own
transportation and will meet in
the auditorium of the Toledo
Library at 9 a.m.
From the
library, the group will go to the
Toledo Art Museum to hear a
lecture in the manuscript room.
Anyone interested is welcome.

CAMPUS PEHSONALmES
"Doc" Powell cracking his usual off-color
jokes as he cuts a serving window through
the wall of the Ne.t faculty lounge . . . Joe
Clague frantically trying to palm off his last
Junior-Senior prom ducat . . . Ralph Quesinberry almost anyplace making twice as much
noise aa any three people . . . lanky Bob
Morgan wheeling his P.A. system around 24
hours a day . . . Stella Calienni combing the
Nest for three more decent bridge players
. . . PeHches Pietschman wearing color combinations no one else would dare wear, and
looking like a dream . . . Elmer Brown, popular transfer from Ohio Wesleyan, filling up
a room whenever he walks in . . . Paul
Stark not madly in love with someone for a
change ... or is he?

POSIES TO PEOPLE

First of all, to Larry Kuhl. who's doing a
magnificent job on the University's daily radio broadcasts . . . this new extension of the
department of speech is developing rapidly
under the capable, but overworked, leadership
of a few pioneering students like Kuhl, Gene
Dean, Georgia Anderson, Lee Miesle, Jo
Echelberger, and Carl Bartch . . . the University's airwave debut is succeeding, but it
needs campus support, it needs your help . . .
u handful of self-sacrificing' students cannot,
no matter how willing, carry the entire weight
of this venture on their already tiring shoulders . . . just drop in and talk to Prof. Upton Pnlmer or Larry Kuhl about the part
you may play in the University's forth uming radio production. . . . thank, a lot.

mere musings
By BOB SEALOCK
Often times recently I have been wondering just what my place in the Army would
be. I am sure that we have all wondered
this. Are we to be used in the infantry, or
will they give us a better job? It would certainly seem that we should be given a better
job than just toting a rifle and shooting at
the enemy. After all, our's is a more specialized knowledge.
This i. how my thinking ran at first. However, this is not true.
There is no reason
why we should consider ourselves superior
simply because we are
college students. It is
for us to do our duty
the same as anyone
else, regardless of our
academic standing. We
a are no better than
other, who have proni
to the army. Our sacrifice, though it may
seem to be greater, i. really not
True, we do have to give up graduating
with our appointed class in some cases. We
have to abandon our hope, for a degree. But
what is that in comparison with the job at
hand? It is not an individual issue that is
confronting us. Neither is it one in which
personal likes and dislikes enter in, but rather a social issue with the good of mankind
at stake.

OUR SACRIFICE AND DUTY
There are many people that could not go
to college and went out into the world and,
having oriented themelves in what they wanted to do, were making progress toward a
position of security. Just when they were
"set" they had to go to the army.
This is in my opinion a much sadder case
than a college student having to go to war.
In fact, we have been during most of our
live, parasite, living off society. This society was willing for us to be educated so
that we could be of more service in the future.
Now that same society has a more
pressing issue at hand and it i. for us to
answer its call. In fact, it is a matter of
honor that we do not forsake our duty to
that society.
Therefore, let us in the future look not
at the sacrifice that we are making in going
into the armed forces but remember the sacrifice that has been made so that we could
obtain as much education as we have. Let
us use that education in order to understand
the real issue, at hand and to help u. reconcile ourselves to the job.
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Notes From The
Northeast
Corner

- A New Game — Join In Today - |
A TRIPLE PLAY

By BETTY TOY
Tk. WAA Ss-rt Supper will b<
held Wednesday, Hatch 4, at « p.
m. in the Women's Lounge of the
Women's Building. New members
will he initiated at this time. All
old members are invited to attend. However, they moat sign
the notice oa the bulletin board
in the rym if they plan to attend.
A recreational period win follow.
TMUT is the last chaste* to sign
up for badminton or table tennis
in the Women's Building. A half
season WAA credit will be given
for each. The tournament schedule will be posted on Friday, and
classes in both activities are offered from 4-6 on Monday and
Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday.

On March 4 at 8 p. m. tha AilStar basketball game will be
played in the Women's Gym by
the outstanding players of the recent season.
The personnel of
the two teams will be posted later.
The public is invited to attend.
Tha Modern Dane* Club is
planning to present on two evenings in March for the student
body, a demonstration of the fundamental tools and movements of
darce—in technique and composition.
Members of the Square Dance
Club demonstrated a group of
American country dances for the
Women's Auxiliary of the G.A.R.
on Friday afternoon, Feb. 13.
Those who participated are as
follow-; ■ Ken LeBay, Dnane Kidwell, Ed Lautner, Phillip Snyder,
Eldor Baden, June Wasserman,
Margaret Miller, Ruth Harding,
Leona Bosdelman, and Marie Waldermire, pianist
ITODAY
And continue*. THURS.
Leon
AYERS

Lionel
• BARRYMORE
—In—

"DR. KILDARE'S
VICTORY"

$280

—Plus—
OPPORTUNITY
CLUB

Reg. all day today and
Thurs. Mat.

FRI. EVE ONLY
ON OUR STAGE
Final

AMATEUR NITE
—With—
The Kampus Kals
and their orchestra
Sponsored by
Hankey Lbr. & Bldg. Co.
ON SCREEN
FRI. and continuous SAT.
Humphrey Bogart

"ALL THROUGH
THE NITE"
—PlusJane Withers in
"Young America"
Matinees Daily at 1:45 PM
MIDNITE SAT.
Doors open at 12

SUN. • MON. • TUE.
They'd even make a
horse laugh!

Bud Abbott * Lou Costello

PAGE

Ball Staters Fifth Annual Boxing Show High School
Swim Here
Scheduled For Three Nights Mermen Hold
On Friday
District Here
Robert North Named
Honorary Captain
By Teammates

The last home meet of the sea-son for the B. G. tankers, will be
against the Ball State University
swimmers from Muncie, Ind., Friday evening. Little is known of
the strength of the Ball State men.
Coach Cox's men took the meet
last year by sweeping six of the
nine events, winning the meet
45-29.
Robert North, the team's distance freestyler, and the squad's
only senior, was elected honorary captain for the past season,
when a vote was taken Sunday
afternoon by the varsity.
Coach Cox has announced the
number of points gained by each
member during the season. Paul
Stark is high scorer with 134. Bill
Hardman is second with 90, Apple Gorbey third with 87. Bill
Holzaepfel has 80, Danny Glenn
71, Bob North 44, and Gene Bellard 40.
Times made by the medley relay team consisting of Stark,
Hardman, and Holzaepfel, indicate that this combination has a
chance to take first place in the
Ohio Conference meet. Stark,
from this viewpoint, has a chance
to do the same in the backstroke.
An invitation to the country's
College State Championships, held
at Michigan State, Lansing, Mich.,
has been extended to any memOckerman Takes Over Coaching Duties For The ber who takes first in the Ohio
Conference.
Second Time This Season; John Carroll
According to Coach Budd Cox,
Defeats Bee Gee By 38-28 Count
next season's prospects look very
Playing their bitter rival, Findlay, in their last game bright. Cox thinks that he will
of the season the Falcons will be seeking their second win have the best balanced team in
the state.
J? lj,e 0ilers' whom they defeated earlier 64-43 in a game
** Findlay. The Falcons' record now shows seven wins and
10 defeats which is one of the poorest seasons turned in in
Locksealius Delves
recent years by a Falcon squad.
Into Comic Strips
In first Findlay game the Fal-i-—
cons played one of the 12 better
For War Solution
Since then, though, there has
games of the season and handed been several changes in the Falcon
the Oilers a 64-43 defeat. Led by roster. The Falcons are under a
By BOB SEALOCK
Karl Turner and Mike Kiah, the different coach and have lost the
I feel sorry for the Axis powFalcons looked like a real ball club services of their scoring ace, Dewey
Before a few days ago, I
against the Oilers.
Johnson. Coach Paul Landis has ers.
been replaced by Athletic Director must admit that I thought they
had
a
chance but now 1 am conHarry Ockerman and the Falcons
Return Match Is
will bo playing their third game of vinced that they are doomed to
defeat. Further, I am sure that
the season under his guidance.
In Offing As News
if Hitler, Mussolini, and the Sun
Findlay
will
present
a
tough
Staff Loses Game
of Heaven read the comics they
team on the floor and may give the
must have some inkling of the
Falcons all they can handle for one
Another page has been added night. In the last contest Zuercher awful defeat that is to be theirs.
to the annals of basketball his- led the Oilers by whipping in 16 They can not win.
Ham Fisher, Joe Seigel, Jerry
tory. Another gripping epic, so points while Larkins tossed in 12.
Shuster and the writers of Popthrilling as to eclipse ('lister's Findlay also has several tall boys eye have lent us the aid of their
on their roster, their center standlast stand, has been lifted into
heroes, thus making us invincible.
ing 6 feet 4 inches.
I would include Flash Gordon
prominence as a world-shaking
Playing the first game under the
event — for the Debaters have leadership of Ockerman the Fal- among this Illustrious trio but at
the
present time he is in Mongo
beaten the Bee Gee News staff cons lost to John Carroll 38-28 In
getting some secret weapons for
a
game
played
last
Wednesday
28-26 in the midwestern cage clasus.
night. Led by Al Franceaconi, who
sic of the year.
Here is how I would line up
scored 11 points, the Conley coached
However, the newsmen are yell- quintet handed the Falcons their the commanders of the armed
ing foul and if the debaters would tenth defeat of the season. Kish forces according to the comics.
defend their honors a return game led the Falcon scorers with eight At the head of the Army we can
put Joe Palooka, although he
points.
will be played soon.
would make a better utility man.
He is the only man 1 ever read of
either in fact or fancy that ever
captured
a submarine
singlehanded.
Then we could use Popeye as
the head of the Navy. I believe
that when we have said this we
have said everything. For his
past achievements speak for themselves and no elaboration is needIf you do, remember
ed on him.
Superman is going to stay home
we DELIVER.
and catch spies. Already he has
declared open season on them and
all they can do is sit and wait for
COMPLETE
the inevitable to happen. For if
PHONE 5691
there were ever a man that could
LUNCHES
get his man, it is Superman.
The Axis is, as you can see,
START
lost. For what army or armies
they have to compare with
AT 35c
these three? Never has there been
such an aggregation and never
will there be another, so three
cheers for Palooka, Popeye, and
Superman.

Falcon Hoopsters Finish
Season Against Findlay

Do you get hungry at night?

Intramural Department Takes Over Sponsorship Of
Puglistic Tourney; New Point System
And Awards Will Be Used

Ambitions of budding young pugilists will burst into
bloom or be clipped and wither Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday evenings. These are the dates for the fifth annual all-campus boxing tournament. The tourney, sponsored
in previous years by the Varsity Club, will be promoted this
time by the intramural department as a part of the winter
■
* program.
"fLnmaa r\i *•«»*• to
Entries for the tournament close
1 IlOIIldS l^iret-15
Most entrants
at noon Monday.
navc a re ,
flint** F*rtf Pni ir»r-il
' » ly begun workouts in
\_III1H r 01 VsUUnCll j tne wrestling room and are workMininari in* nard to a"*1 int0 ,on sh»Pe- On
iYI<UiagCr» Tuesday afternoon the entrants will
weigh in and drawings will be
Program From Students held following the weight classifications. The preliminaries will be
View Point To Be
on Tuesday and Wednesday nights
and the finals on Thursday.
A
Discussed
small admission charge will he
made.
The
proceeds
will
be
us
id
The intramural department will
sponsor a clinic for the intramu- to buy equipment and awards for
ral team managers. The clinic, the intrumural program.
Points will be given to the house
directed by Gene Thomas, will be
held at 3 p. m. Sunday. Repre- or fraternity whose entrants cop
sentatives from each organization titles in the contests. These points
or team have been notified of the will be given in accordance with
meeting and arc expected to be the new point system and wi'l
count in the competition for the
present.
The purpose of the clinic will all-campus all-sport tiophy to M
be to form an intramural council awarded in the spring. Individual
awards will also go to the winners
which will try to work out proand runner-ups in the various
grams and Bolve problems from
weight classes.
the student a" viewpoint. The
The select list of boxing champs
idea, originated by student direc- from last year included the followtor Thomas, is that each team, ing: Carroll Root, 125-pound elssj;
fraternity and dorm will be rep- I'M Christian. 135 pounds; Dick
resented by one or two members Mallone, 145 pounds; Jny Parker,
on the council. As a result of 155 pounds; John Elton, 166
the work of this council the de- pounds; Bob Kcough, 175 pounds;
partment hopes to have a pro- and Chet Sak, heavyweight.
gram better suited, to have "a
The weight divisions will be the
sport for every man and every same as in previous years, 125man in a sport."
pound, 135-pound, 146-pound, 165Also, at 1:30 p. m. Sunday, pound, 106 pound, 175-pounci and
there will be a meeting of all in- heavyweight.
tramural managers.
The spring
program will be presented and
discussed and last-minute instructions for the clinic will be given
the managers. Any man interested in becoming an intramural
manager should come to this
meeting.
The Wooster Scots gave the FalIn the way of the present program, the basketball leagues are con natators their first defeat of
running full force with the Na- the season in the local pool Fritional League first place honor day by a 41-33 count.
The opening event of the meet
divided among four teams.
Tomorrow will end the. rounds saw the Falcons take a commanding lead and continue to hold it
of the bowling tourney.
until the next to last event.
It was in this event, the 200yani brcaststroke, that the lead
was taken by Wooster. Going
into that event the Falcons held
a slight 30-28 margin. Swimming
in a near record time of 2:46.4,
Monday, March 9
Dunlap of Wooster garnered a
6:45 Women's Building.
close first over Bill Hardman and
Court 1 — Combustioneers vs. the five points shot the Scots
Putnam Cagera.
ahead, 34-33.
Court 2 — Wooley Cats vs.
Again, as in so many of the
Bruisers.
Court 3—Samsonites vs. Bas- recent meets of the Falcons, the
last event, the 400-yard relay, was
keteers.
the deciding event of the meet.
6:45 Men's Gym.
Court 1 — Buckeyes vs. Beta Had the Falcons swam to a first
place' they would have won 40-34.
Gamma House.
The event saw Glenn, Gorbey,
Court 2 — Locals vs. Three
Holzaepfel, and Stark swimming
Brothers.
but a few strokes behind their
7:46 Women's Buildini;.
opponents.
Court 1—Paupers vs. YMCA.
TMm
1 CrtllI

Fremont Ross Rated As
Strong Favorites
To Repeat
Rowling Green State University's
natatorium
will
again be the site of the annual Northwestern Ohio district high school championships, March 7. Preliminaries will be at 2 p. m. and
finals at 8 p. m.
Fremont Ross, winner of last
year's meet, will be ranked as the
strong contender for the championship. The Ross mermen went
on to win the state championship
last year after copping the district meet here. Toledo DeVilbiss
is considered as one of the strong
contenders for the crown and a
lively battle may develop between
the Rossmen and the Toledo school
for the championship of this district.
The list of entries have not yet
been turned in to Coach Budd
Cox, who will act as manager of
the meet, but several schools are
being counted on to send swimmers. Last year's entries included Bellevue, Fremont Ross, Toledo DeVilbiss, Toledo Waite, Sandusky, and Toledo Scott.
During the week-end of March
7, Coach Cox will have to serve
in two roles. One Friday the Falcon coach will take his entries to
the Ohio Conference championships held at Kenton and then on
Saturday he must return to manage the district meet.
The state high school finals will
be held one week later in Columbus on March 13.

Natators Lose By Inches
As Scots Cop Meet 44-31

Intramural Play
Booked For Week

7:45 Men's Gym.
Court 1—Speednuts vs. Commoner House.
Court 2 — Putnam Cagers vs.
Beta Gamma House.
8:45 Men's Gym.
Court 1—Bruisers vs. Baskcteers.
Court 2—Three Bellies vs. Locals.

%
%

The closeness of the meet can
be seen in the light that the Falcons placed first in four events
and second in four events, while
the Scots captured five firsts and
three seconds.
First places were taken by Falcons in the 300-yard relay in
3:16.4; Gorbey in the 60-yard free
style in 26.3; Holzaepfel in diving
and Stark in the 150-yard backstroke in 1:49.1. Second places
for the Falcons were taken by
Bellard in the 200-yard free
style, Gorbey in the 100-yard free
style, Hardman in the 200-yard
breastroke and North in the 400yurd free style.
Bowling Green's Table Tennis
Club won first place in a meet at
Heidelberg last Saturday. Teams
that participated were from Findlay College, Ohio Northern, Heidelberg, and Bowling Green.
The club is planning a similar
tournament to be played here in
the near future.

'Listen here,
Mr. Quigley!"

A high choking collar is old stuff! Newest is the
Arrow Hull—cut on the easy-riding low slope pattern
to provide maximum comfort. And with the longpoint, authentic collar, it's the best-looking white
shirt yet! Sanforized labeled (fabric shrinkage less
than 1%). Enroll in the Arrow class today!

ST00TS

Arrow tiet go with Arrow shirti!

THE SMMTEST GIRLS HI TOWN ME WEAWMG

Minor. Former Frosh
Swim Coach, Is In Navy

LYRIC

CFORDS
$1.98 to
$3.50

— FRI. - SAT. -

25c

Chas. Starrett
—In—

"West Of
Tombstone"

SUNDAY
DONIIVV
stos
(UW.0ID
MONTIZ

s

and
Andy Devine

AAA to C
Gay, daring, and definitely
smart . . . Uhlman's noted
Hollywood stylist gives yon
the perfect answer with
these "just right" movieland
favorites. Priced to fit right
into your budget . . . See
them today!

Also—New Loafers

UHLfflfln'S

Stan Minor, freshman swimming coach and graduate student
at Bowling Green State University two years ago, will report
April 8 to Norfolk, Va., as one
of Lieut. Com. Gene Tunney's
physical instructors in the navy,
he informed Coach Budd Cox in a
letter.

Easy on the
ESOPHAGUS
rpHE handiome Arrow
Hall shirt hat the most
comfortable collar you can
wear: it'* built to slope
with your neck, it ha* a
low neckband, and it won't
ever -brink oat of fit. The
collar need* no starch —
it just naturally resists
wrinkling! White broadcloth. Get it today!

Two Juniors Accepted
By Medical Schools
Two juniors at Bowling Green
State University have been accepted for entrance in June into
medical college, according to Dr.
J. R. Overman, dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
Richards Jaynes, son of Rev.
and Mrs. Orr Jaynes, 214 N. Summit Street, will attend Ohio State
University and Arthur Gorbach,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C.
Gorbach. Route 2, Vermilion, will
go to Western Reserve University.

-ARROW-

Psit! /Vaed some Arrow
Tit? Wm'w got 'am/

LEHMAN'S

I

Cleaners & Tailor*
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SHIRTS and TIES

BEE GEE NEWS

PAGE 4
This cupon and SO* pre. • nlod
with order, will cloon and proas
pair of pant., • iroatar or .tin.
Horn Laundry * D •pan dabl.
Woo.t.r.
Clean.rs,
IM W.
Goad any day.

If yo« wanl to moot a l°°d
"SOLE" to lo

CHURCH
West Wooster Street

SANDWICHES
SOUPS
SALADS
ICE CREAM SODAS and
SUNDAES
CAKES
COOKIES
POTATO CHIPS
FOR THAT EVKNING SNACK

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE
Meaabar Federal Resarv*
System

Bank of
Wood County
Membtr F.d.r.l D*po--t
Insurance Corp.

t^PMr
Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

Model Dairy
PHONE 4441

Coats

Dresses

KESSEL'S
McCallum Hosiery
Sweaters
Blouses
Skirts
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Former Students Wolves Don't Prowl, But "Esquire Club"
Coeds Rushed As Sororities Exchange
Wedding
Wifl Hold Dance
You'll
Find
Them
Nesting
Vows
Last
Week
In Kohl Lounge
Entertain With Gatherings
Square Dancers Will Swing Friday Evening;
Kohl Hall Men To Entertain Saturday;
Tue. Thur. Dance Sessions Continue

Wolfe, Nonemaker Wed
In Detroit; Helen
Harrison Married

OX interest to many on the
pus is the announcement of the
wedding of Miss Ruth Wolfe and
Mr. George Nonemaker, which
was solemnized Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the parsonage of the First Presbyterian
Church, Harlan Park. Detroit.
Attendants at the wedding were
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hendrickson, University faculty members.
Mrs. Nonemaker formerly attended Bowling Green and was a
member of the Skol Sorority. Mr.
Nonemaker was graduated last
June and was a member of the
Five Brother Fraternity. Mrs.
Nonemaker is employed at Selffridge Field, Detroit, and the latter is associated with the General
Motors in the isme city. They
are residing at 881 Lathrop Drive.
Helen Harrison, '41, and Carl
Whitacre, '39, music graduates,
were married Friday night in the
Methodist Church at Foatoria.
Mrs. Whitacre will continue to
teach at Oakwood, near Paulding,
and her husband at Manchester,
near Akron. The bride is a member of Five Sisters Sorority and
the groom of Five Brothers Fratemity.
Wedding guests included Prof,
At I he last meeting of Delhi and Mrs. Leon Fauley, Sydney
fraternity, officers were elected White, Ethel Zimmerman, and
for the next two semesters. They Betty Zaenglein.
are: John Bronson, president; Olin
Fischer, vice president; Paul Wild, Lou Mauerhan, and Eukic
Shepherd, treasurer, and Clark Molleman.
The sorority is now making
Munger, secretary.
The fraternity members enter- plans for their formal dinner to
tained the Three-Kay and Las be held in the near future.
Amigas sororities at a tea dance
Mrs. Jasso J. Currier has boon
in the Rec Hall last Wednesday
afternon. John Bronson was in chosen as a new sponsor by the
charge of arrangements and Las Amigas Sorority. Mrs. CurRalph Klein, Boyd Smith, Clark rier, who is the wife of the head
Munger, and Ray Wood headed of the University journalism department, joins Miss Grace Wills
the assisting committees.
Bill McCann has been made as a sorority sponsor.
Plans have been made for inpledge master.
formal rushing affairs. Slumber
The Five Si.ier sorority enter- parties, teas and novelty parties
tained 40 rushees Wednesday eve- are being arranged.
ning with a "Chicken-in-the-Ruff"
The Commoners' fraternity is
dinner.
Later, the rushees and
the sorority members attended the making plans for their annual
spring formal. President Ed Horbasketball game and concert.
Committees for the affair were vath has appointed Jim Ludwick
as follow: .General chairman, general chairman of the dance.
Betty Robertson; invitations, Sid- He will be assisted by Jack Wilney White, chairman; Charlotte helm, decorations; Dick Jaynes,
Stump, Janet Adams, and Mary band; Bob Berardi, dinner arMick; decorations, Mary Purker. rangements, and Dick Dunipace,
chairman; Betty Zaenglcin, and refreshments.
Marcus Hanna was elected
Martha Loudcnslagel; food, Dorothy Ellen Wright, chairman, Judy pledge muster, and Jack Wilhelm

By MARTHA WALRATH
This week and the coming one are important to the
sororities as the two weeks of informal rushing rolls merrily along.
Rushees are busy attending informal parties
that in turn keep the sorority girls busy planning them. The
informal dinners will also be held this week for the girls to
make their final choices.
Tomorrow afternoon there will**
again be dancing in the Rec Hall. Aeschliman; entertainment, Nancy
We know you are all glad to have Hemsoth, and decorations, Sally
these dances starting again. Fri- Charles.
day evening the Square Dance Club
Sunday afternoon a "coketail"
will hold another square dance in pnrty was given for all dormitory
the Women's Building from 8:30 to rushees. Mildred Ogan was In
11:30. The dance will feature an charge of arrangements, Dorothy
all-girl orchestra and a woman call- Boskey was in charge of a slumer, which all sounds very interest- ber party given .Friday evening
ing.
for a group of town girls and
Numerous other activities fill the non-sorority members of the Skol
calendar for this week. Today the House. Following a treasure hunt
Inter-Sorority council will hold an refreshments were served in the
all-campus tea from 3 to 5:30 in lounge. Last week a house party
the Rec Hall. The tea will honor and floor show was given by sothe Alpha Phi Epsilon Sorority, rority girls in the house for nonnewest sorority on the campus. At sorority residents.
this time the Bather Russell ScholThe Skol formal dinner will be
arship cup will als be presented to
Friday evening, March 6. Joan
the sorority with the highest point
average for the past semester. The Norsworthy is general chairman
cup is now held by the Seven Sis- in charge of arrangements. Rushing activities this year are headters.
Saturday evening will find the ed by Peggy Curtiss.
"Esquire Club" of Kohl Hall holding a dance in the lower lounge
for all residents and guests. Vern
Walter and his Dixiclanders will
play from 8:30 to 11:30.
And that, dear readers, is the
social life for the week. Have fun.
The Alpha Phi Epiilon sorority
gave an informal tea Sunday afternoon from 2 until 4 in the Recreation Hall.
A patriotic theme commemorating Washington's Birthday was
used in the decorations.
Dean Audrey Wilder, Mrs.
Frank J. Prout, Mrs. Walter A.
Zaugg, and Miss Gladys Burling
poured. Faculty members and
students were guests.
Lee Mallas, president of the
sorority, was general chairman.
The Tue.d»y and Thur.day afternoon dance sessions sponsored
by the YWCA last week, will continue until March '26.
The Tuesday dances arc closed
to all except those desiring dancing instruction, while the Thursday dances are open to all. Helen
Sturgeon is in charge of the instructive dances.
Beginning Thursday afternoon,
the Kampus Kats will play in the
Falcon's Nest for those desiring
to dance. The "hat will be
passed" to spur the Kats on!
The Skol Sorority held its annual artists' party Monday evening at the Sorority House for all
rushees. Decorations suggested a
Parisian cafe and various entertainments were provided for the
guests. Committee chairmen for
the affair were: foods, Pauline

By JO TRUE
Whan, a couple week* ago, we
Went into a dJuartatioD on the
"Go Steadier*" on the Bowling
Green campus, a huge protest
arose from the mala members who
Were unclassified. Therefore, we
shall now attempt to type the
other 99%, namely, the wolves.
The derivation of the term
"wolf seems rather elusive, but
it is generally conceded that it
tics up with those animals of the
lean and hungry look who inhabit
lonely prairies, and prey on—well,
just prey in general.
For rough classification, let us
say there are the convenient type
wolf and the other type wolf.
The Convenient Type — they
who wolf because there's that nice
girl back home for whom they're
burning torches, or because there's
half-a-dozen nice girls on the
campus who have recently given
them the "fluff." They can always be counted on to take a
blind date or make a fourth at
bridge or dance with a fifth over
his assistant. A cod* for the
pledges has been prepared and
will be presented to the neophytes.
Saturday, the executive secretary and the district secreary of
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will
visit the Commoners' House to acquaint themselves with the local
organization.
Th* Seven Sister Sorority returned to "the gay nineties" Tuesday evening at an informal party
for rushees.
Gawdy shirts and
bustles were the fashion, and entertainment included an old-time
melodrama.
Mnry Percy was general chairman of the party. Other committees included: Jackie Pierson, Madeline Bickan, and Helen Sturgeon, entertainment; Helen Moser, Peggy Kominski, Phyllis
Berndt, and Eileen Pickett, invitations; June Rummcl, Betty Hibler, and Doris Peat, refreshments.
On Sunday afternoon, from 3
to 4 p. m., the Social Committee
will present an all-campus sing.
The program will be held in the
Recreation Hall under the auspices
of Miss Grace Wills, Dr. W. E.
Steidtmann, and Miss Dorothy M.
Harris.
Popular songs will be sung, and
refreshments served at the end of
the hour.
Requests for future
programs should be turned in to
Miss Harris, the secretary of the
Social Committee.

at the NeaC
The Other Type — these lads
are wolves strictly by preference.
They are the type that would be
coolly cordial to Hedy Laasarr aa
a desert island at 2 a. m. None
of this "Love's Young Dream"
for them—no, suhil They sit in.
the Nest or elsewhere in a huddle, and whistle at all the coeds
who have the misfortune to walk
by, and occasionally break down
and give some girl a break by
dancing with her. We want to be
around when one of these guys
falls.

More On Dean's List
(Continued from page 1)
Rachel Huston, Irving Jackson,
Richard Jaynes, Rowena Joice,
Martha Jordan, Robert Kemner.
Ted King, Eugene Klembeck.
Kathryn Kniaely, Ann Koch, Ruth
Kohls, Peggy Komminsk, Ilita
Krieger, Lawrence Kuhl, Virginia
Kurti.
Arthur Lange, Barbara Lanker.
Edward Lautner, Leota LeBay,
Carl Lewis, Paul Lindenmeyer,
Don Lockwood, Donna Logan,
Hannah Long, Erma Longshore,
Don Longworth, Martha Lown,
James Ludwick, Evelyn Lust, Evelyn McClelland, Jo Ellen McDaniel, Kathleen McDermott, Don McK e n n a, Cstherine MacDonald,
Mary Marshall, Lois Mayfield,
Ruth Meek, William Mercer, Marion Merickel, Mary Millcn, James
Miller, Grace Mills, Robert Morgan, Ruth Morrison, Helen Morrow, Helen Moser.
Arlene Neidhardt, Arlene Niedermeier, Edith Niehousmyer, Joe
Nordmann, Joan Norsworthy, Dana
Northrup, Stuart O'Hara, Betty
Olson, Edward Palmer, Marcia
Parent, Mary Parker, Rose Patterson, Doris Peat, Mary Percy,
John Phillips, Ruth Phillips, Kathryn Piper, Dorothy Pohlman, Elizabeth Pontius, Lynette I'urkay.
June Reed, William Regnier,
Margaret Rich, Donald Richard,
Lorena Riehm, Mary Riehm, Elton Ringer, Charles Ritz, Alma
Roach, Betty Robertson, James
Rodrbaugh, Cecelia Rohrs, Lucille
Russell, Mildred Sandrock, Al
Sautter, Ed Schumacher, Phyllis
Scofield, Beverly Sherman, Florrence Shreve, Miriam Shuler,
Bruce Siegenthaler, Erma Sigler,
Margaret Simpson, Gertrude Skidmore, Harry Slawson, Jean Smith,
June Smith, Rita Snyder, James
Stearns, Norma Stein, Mildred
Stockburger, Helen Sturgeon, I.uella Swartz.
Alvin Vaith, Leila Van Buskirk,
Virginia Vaughn, Ruth Vermilya,

Dixielanders Orchest™ To

Play For Kohl Men,
Guests—3:30-11:30
The first meeting of the "Esqaire Club" will be held Saturday
in. the lower lostnge of Kohl Hall.
Entertainment for the evening
will be furnished by "Vern Walter* and hi* Dixielanders." Walters offers a seven-piece orchestra, featuring music styled from
the "Sophistoeats." The meeting
will be open to all Kohl Hall men
and their guests at 8:30 and will
close at 11:30.
Robert Dessecker is formulating the evening's program and
plans made thus far give evidence
that the opening meeting will
prove to be a highlight in Kohl
Hall activities for thi* year.
Assisting in planning the program are Ralph Flack and 'Paul
Smythe, in decorating; Bill Fischer, refreshments, snd "Skeeta"
Galliher, orchestra.
Thelma Von Almen, George Vucovich, Sydney White, Genevieve
Whittaker, Catherine Wilcox,
Doris Wilhelm, Jack Wilhelm, Evelyn Willis, Margaret Wilson,
Jean Witt, Mildred Wolf, Dorothy
Wright, Mason Wye, Robert Yaple, Betty Zaenglein, Barbara
Zahrend, Lois Zank.
Blaine Ebert. Kathryn Ellsworth, Helen Faahbaugh, Joan
Fulton, Grace Householder.
H*T* that dressed up look
We repair and dry clean
any garment

GREINER SHOP
143 W. Wooster
For export Beauty Work—
try the

CREATIVE
BEAUTY SHOPPE
123 E, Court

Grilled

Hot Dogs
COMBINATION
SANDWICHES

WHITEHOUSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

WHAT! A girl training men to fly for Uncle Sam ?
• The name is Lennox—Peggy Lennox. She's blonde. She's pretty. She
may not look the part of a trainer of fighting men, binShe is one of the few women pilots qualified to give instruction in the
CAA flight training program. And the records of the men who learned to

DON'T LET THOSE EYES snd that smile fool you.
When (his young lady starts talking airplanes, brother,
you'd listen, too... just like these students above.

fly from Peggy show she's doing s man-sized job of it. She's turned out
pilots for the Army ... for the Navy. Peggy is loyal to both srms of the
service. Her only favorite is the favorite in every branch of the serviceCamel cigarettes. She says: "They're milder in every way."

AND WHEN she calls you up for that final "check
flight," you'd better know your loops inside and out.
It's strictly rtguUtion with her.

YES, and with Instructor Peggy Lennox, it's strictly
Camels, too-the flier's favorite. "Mildness is a rule
with me," she explains. "That means Camels."

Frying Instructor PEGGY LENNOX says:
***.%**

The smoke of slower-burning
Camels contains

There's something pleasantly exciting about icecold Coca-Cola. Delicious
last* that charms and
never cloys. Refreshment
that bring* a happy aftersense of thirst contentment. You trust tho
quality of the nraf fhsng
...Coca-Cola.

You trust its quality
SOTTISD UNDII AUTHOIITV OP TNI COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

COCA-COLA BOliUMG COMPANY Or .On,! n

28% LESS
NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other
largest-telling brands tested—
less than any of them—accord ing
to independent scientific tests
•/ lb* smokt ilitlf!

=*
O "EXTRA MILD," says Instructor Peggy Lennox. "Less
nicotine in the smoke," adds the student, *s they talk it over
—over Camels in the pilot room at the right.
Yes, there u less nicotine in the smoke...extra mildness...
but that alone doesn't tell you why, in the service...in
private life... Camels arc preferred.
No, there's something mart. Call it
flavor, call it what you will, you'll find it
only in Camels. You'll Hi, hi

CAMEL
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

r;

■•

m
■

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the 4 other largestselling brands tested—slower than any of them—Camels also give you a
smoking pirn equal, on the average, to S EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
St«*.ilSiTM

sOsosaar. Wlaraa-SaSNS.

